
One Ordinary and Another 

Ordinary things contain the deepest mysteries… everything ordinary seems at once neutral and 
indispensable, but it is a delusion 

Robin Evans: Figures, Doors and Passages, 1978 

 
 
Saul Steinberg, Doubling Up, 1946 



01. The Home  
 
We can distinguish the people who sit on benches and the ones who do not, the people who sit on 
cushions and the ones who do not. People who sit crouched are found in the 15° North latitude regions, 
the Equator in the two continents? There are people who have tables, others do not. The “Greek” table 
is far beyond being universal. 
 
Marcel Mauss, Techniques of the Body, 1934 
 
The Unit will concentrate on the idea of home. We will begin by looking at how everyday elements 
reflect cultural values, re-imagine the relationship between components and the human body and 
question the distinction between commodity and delight. As the agendas that gave rise to the private 
house in the 18th C are re-evaluated and the objects that surround us get smaller, there is an opportunity 
for a shift in the practice of everyday life. We will explore global precedents to dissect our “life-world”. 
We will distinguish between natural attitudes and social preconceptions to exact change.  
 
We will create a shared archive of research and speculative studies.  
 
 
02. Cut, Re-divide, Combine 
 
If anything is described by an architectural plan, it is the nature of human relationships, since the 
elements whose trace it records – walls, doors, windows and stairs – are employed first to divide and 
then selectively re-unite space…. In sixteenth century Italy a convenient room had many doors; in 
nineteenth century England a convenient room had but one. The change was important not only 
because it necessitated a rearrangement of the entire house but also because it radically recast the 
pattern of domestic life.” 
 
Robin Evans, Figures, Doors and Passages, 1978 
 
We will investigate precedents and conventions and re-evaluate the potential of domestic thresholds, 
from the partition to the party wall. We are moving away from a world of fixed boundaries to one where 
experience is immersive and classic hierarchies dissolve. We will look at the flow through a matrix of 
rooms: one door, two doors, three doors, corner doors, thoroughfares, loops, the distance between 
situations and the one room total environment to determine how perception and the domestic 
experience can be reframed. As the idea of privacy shifts, the Unit will look at gradients of intimacy, 
child-adult relationships, the sequence of spaces, the thickness of walls and the possible reduction of 
boundary into line, dot or ellipsis.  
 
We will engage with the potential of the domestic threshold through precise models and plans.   
 
 
03. Codify 
 
Newton, the man who discovered the spectrum through refraction, established that there are seven 
basic colours, not because he really saw seven colours, but because seven was the key number for the 
harmony of the cosmos (the seven notes in a musical scale etc) and moreover he trusted an assistant 
who had such a discerning eye that he managed to distinguish a separate colour between dark blue and 
violet: this was indigo, which has a beautiful name but actually is a colour which never really existed. 
 
Italo Calvino, Collection of Sand, 1984 
 
Classification methods are as much ideological tools as they are forms of efficient translation. The 
human tendency to categorise is an institutional construct that shapes our lives and manifests itself 
across scales. The Unit will look at how to redefine the values of the home by creating new codes for 
domestic space. Early censuses did not count people or houses, society counted hearths because fire 
represented wealth. As socio-political conditions changed we targeted windows, bedrooms and even 
just bricks. What should we count now? How do we value desire, happiness or wealth? 
 
We will identify a code and use it to design a domestic environment. 
 
 
 
 



04. Communicate 
 
As Cezanne made explicit, representation is always a matter of translation. Representation can never 
fully capture that which it strives to represent. But within this limitation lies its power. At the heart of 
representation is a forced selection of what comes of translation: what is represented, and what is not. 
As in language, translation rarely passes from one world to another with isomorphic one-to-one fidelity. 
Translation thus entails a shift in meaning, and it does so in both what is lost in translation but also what 
is found. 
 
Robert Cowherd, Lost and Found: John Hejduk and the Specific Autonomy of Drawing, 2013 
 
From sections, exploded interior elevations and Ikea flat pack instructions, every prevailing form of 
domestic representation reflects an agenda. We will control the subject of an image and conclude with a 
series of findings and spatial experiments that recognise and perhaps dismantle domestic typologies.  
 
We will make composite drawings that consolidate design ideas into a single image. 
 
 
05. Post-programme 
 
Living and learning are the same. It is not hard to imagine that eventually every third or fourth household 
will have at least one person in it who is offering a class or training of some kind… Conceive of all these 
situations as forming the backbone of the learning process; survey all these situations, describe them 
and publish them as the city’s “curriculum”; then let students, children, their families and 
neighbourhoods weave together for themselves the situations that comprise their ‘school’ paying as they 
go with standard vouchers, raised by community tax. Build new educational facilities in a way that 
extends and enriches this network. Above all, encourage the formation of seminars and workshops in 
people’s homes. 
 
Ivan Illich, Education Without Schools, 1971 
 
The above example upends a model of education, here living and learning become one and the same. 
This is an illustration of the methodology we will use to redefine our projects, among them education, 
retail, work, sex, sport and so on. We will conduct a series of explorations into programme, obvious and 
subtle: the city is the Readymade, a small shift is enough to exact remarkable change.  
 
We will explore the potential for change in one urban programme and create a shared archive of 
research and speculative studies.  
 
 
06. Collide  
 
Ping-pong was invented on the dining tables of England in the 19th century, and it was called Wiff-Waff! 
And there, I think, you have the difference us and the rest of the world. Other nations, the French, 
looked at a dining table, and saw an opportunity to have dinner; we looked at it and saw an opportunity 
to play Wiff-Waff. 
 
Boris Johnson, as Mayor of London at the Olympics handover ceremony, 2008 
 
By using programmatic crossover to corrupt a conventional understanding of housing we will exploit the 
potential of temporal and seasonal shifts. We will harness the social friction that comes with juxtaposing 
one everyday activity with another to create unexpected associations and a mildly distorted familiar. 
Architects usually start from building typology: they know approximate dimensions, bulk, site placement 
and internal circulation that dictates most types. In light of a future that seems defined by nuance and 
overlay we will challenge these preconceptions and re-evaluate the relationship between form and 
function. The separation of work zones, live zones, sell zones, learn zones enforced by law create a 
kind of schizophrenia in living: how do we look back to historic precedents for an alternative view of 
personal space, dismantling the compartmentalisation that grew from a capitalist desire to naturalise 
domestic labour. We will look at the history of “type” to constitute an architectural approach that 
questions the middle-class interior life as a universe enclosed in a box. On the other hand, we cannot 
suggest that the ordinary is mistaken and will look to learn from its aspirations. 
 
We will each choose one programme to collide with the domestic, explore it through drawing and one 
scale model. 



07. Iterations 
 

 
John Hejduk, Victims, 1985 
 
We will use this post-programme framework to build an investigative sequence of spatial experiments. 
Models generate, communicate and challenge ideas. Series require parameters, rules and a heart-brain 
feedback loop. This combination ensures self-evaluation and encourages us to approach a concept from 
multiple perspectives: sometimes we will crawl between iterations at other times we will jump. It may or 
may not be a linear process but these models will form a coherent series whereby each has a reason to 
exist. One model will be the springboard for the project you carry through to the end of the year.  
 
We will make ten scale models that convey fundamental conceptual moves with diagrammatic clarity.  
 
 
08. Settle down 
 
In many ways the ordinary is a derivative, even negative category, opposed to positive qualities that it is 
not – not elite, not exceptional, not interesting, not unique, not extraordinary. The opposite of feast days 
in the liturgical cycle…. In the older sense of the word, ordinary is a positive quality rather than a 
negative one, something that is as it should be, something that is orderly and ordained.”  
 
Deborah Fausch, Can Architecture be Ordinary?, 2014 
 
The Unit will land these experiments within ordinary-UK. In the middle, where things are ‘ok’, we will 
encourage neighbourhood-scale network interventions: self-contained or small-site acupuncture that 
form the core project for the year. By exploring the universal within the site-specific we will address 
questions of political context, the potential of planning rules, the idea of community and the individual.  
 
We will each determine our own representational language, consistent across media. 
 
 
09. An economy of means 
 
The compression of patterns into a single space, is not a poetic and exotic thing, kept for special 
buildings, which are works of art. It is the most ordinary economy of space… As the life in a building 
changes, the need for space shrinks and swells cyclically. To give buildings this flexibility, it is essential 
that parts of them be relatively independent.  
 
Christopher Alexander, A Pattern Language, 1977 
 
Designs will be conceptually value-engineered to ensure an economy of means, not just less. Individual 
projects will be refined through an attention to clarity of concept and an engagement with economics, 
planning and the development model. 
 
 
10. Rigour, always 
 
1. Sacred Space  2. Always be Knolling  3. Keep a list  4. Work to Code  5. I understand  6. Leatherface  
7. Thoroughness Counts  8. Be on Time  9. Reset  10. Persistence 
 
Tom Sachs, Ten Bullets, 2013 
 
This Unit will encourage iterative design, serial model-making, a strong exploration of representation 
and a realistic grounding for projects. To fully understand something we need to build it ourselves. We 
will expect research and design rigour and a crossover between studio and complementary studies 
throughout the year to have a consistent and in-depth thesis.  
 
 



Georges Perec, Species of Spaces, 1974 
 
1. The Bed 
 
The bed is the individual space par excellence, the elementary shape of the body…. I like my bed. I like to 
stretch out on my bed and gaze at the ceiling with a tranquil eye… I like ceilings. 
 
2. The Bedroom 
 
My bedrooms, dormitories, friends’ bedrooms, guest rooms, makeshift beds, houses in the country, rented 
villas, hotel rooms, nights on a train… What does it mean, to live in a room? Is to live in a place to take 
possession of it?... As from when does somewhere become truly yours? Is it when you’ve put your three 
pairs of socks to soak in a pink plastic bowl? 
 
3. The Apartment 
 
Every apartment consists of a variable, but finite, number of rooms. Every room has a particular function. I 
don’t know, and don’t want to know, where functionality begins and ends. It seems to me, in any case, 
that in the ideal dividing up of today’s apartments functionality functions in accordance with a procedure 
that is unequivocal, sequential and nycthemeral.* (* This is the best phrase in the whole book) 
 
• The Doors 
 
The door breaks space in two, splits it, prevents osmosis, imposes a partition. On one side, me and my 
place, the private, the domestic…. On the other side, other people, the world, the public, politics.  
 
• Staircases 
 
We don’t think enough about staircases. Nothing was more beautiful in old houses than the staircases. 
Nothing is uglier, colder, more hostile, meaner in today’s apartment buildings. 
 
• Walls 
 
Pictures efface walls. But walls kill pictures. 
 
4. The Apartment Building 
 
Try to imagine on what a collective existence might be based. 
 
5. The Street 
 
Contrary to buildings, which almost always belong to someone, the streets in principle belong to no-one.  
 
6. The Neighourhood 
 
Why not set a higher value on dispersal? Instead of living in just one place, and trying in vain to gather 
yourself together there, why not have five or six rooms dotted about Paris?  
 
7. The Town 
 
We shall never be able to explain or justify the town. The town is there. It’s our space and we have no 
other. 
 
8. The Countryside 
 
For a start, you’d have been at school with the postman… 
 
9. Europe 
 
One of the five parts of the world. 
 
10. The World  

 
The world is big. Discover what you’ve never seen, what you didn’t expect… the familiar rediscovered. 



Schedule 
 
Term 1:  1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + (10) 
 
Term 2:  7 + 8 + (10) 
  
Term 3:  9 + (10) 
 
 
Trip Budget  
 
Schedule:  Spring Open Week 
 
Location:  Ordinary 
 
Trip budget:  Ordinary 
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